read \( ml \), equal to \( 5.715 \times \); and consequently, in line 9, same page, for \( 24.260 \times \), read \( 23.715 \times \), and correct footing below accordingly.

Also, in line 12, for deduct, read deduct, in two places.

8. Page 18, 6th line f'm bot'm, for ef, read if.

9. Page 27. At lower r't hand corner of page,

\[
\begin{align*}
24w & \quad 34w \\
28w & \quad 8^{\frac{8}{8}}w \\
42w & \quad 42^{\frac{8}{8}}w
\end{align*}
\]

For . . . read . . .

10. Page 57, In foot note, for article 30, read article 40.

11. Page 66, 7th line, for the Italic \( b \), read \( l \).

12. Page 77, In the 7th line, \( cb \) should be \( ab \), and \( 60^\circ \) in the 8th line, should be \( 63^\circ \ 26^\prime \).

Some of these corrections are here introduced out of the regular order, for the sake of disposing of them, and it may save confusion to note them in the text at once.